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I hope to give you inspiration for tackling 
the Emergency

• Some frames for thinking

• Some movements in the cultural sector

• Some inspiring museums

•Climate Museum UK as an experiment

•Conclusion – ways to be a First Responder museum



Global temperatures 
over 170 years

showyourstripes.info





”Our house is on fire” 

…so all the art, museums and 
heritage are on fire too.

What can culture do when the 
world is on fire? 

Can it help to: 
• alert us to danger?
• create a safer world? 
• care for those affected?



We must act fast AND accept change is 
happening

•Mitigation

•Adaptation 

•Reduce Suffering 
& Seek Justice

















The Guardian’s climate crisis pledge

• We will continue our longstanding record of powerful environmental 
reporting, which is known around the world for its quality and 
independence.

• We will report on how environmental collapse is already affecting 
people around the world, including during natural disasters and 
extreme weather events.

• We will use language that recognises the severity of the crisis we’re in.

• The Guardian will achieve net zero emissions by 2030.

• We will be transparent with our progress.



Not stuck in Utopian or Dystopian positions: Both are 
impossible, and people are polarised. 

Possitopian?





Inspiring movements…



Long history of Extractivism has led us here. Now, democracies are corrupted by 
‘pollutocrats’ to enable:

• Predatory delay
• Ecocide
• Parasitic globalism
• Impossible futurism

Sponsorship gives them social 
license to operate

Art Not Oil coalition

Direct action & creative protest 

Pledge kitemark 



Culture Declares Emergency 





What does it offer?

• A sign-up form and public list of declarers 

• Toolkit to help you pledge, promote & take action

• Kite marks, banner, leaflets and sash designs 

• Community networking, events and creative projects 

• Local self-organising groups (France & Germany etc.)

• Strategic advocacy

www.culturedeclares.org @CultureDeclares 

http://www.culturedeclares.org/


A Rally for the 
Imagination:
Support for the 
Global Climate 
Strike



Festival of 
Change at  
Museums 
Association 
conference



Climate Heritage Network

Standards, 
data sharing & 
communication on Cultural 
Heritage as:
• Threatened by…
• Cause of…
• Offering solutions to…
climate change



Inspiring museums tackling the 
Emergency

University of Cambridge 
museums: Climate Hack in 
2018, and now 
commissioning games 



Supporting activism
Oxford’s 
Museum of 
Natural History

Let’s Talk About 
Climate

Young people are 
given skills to 
speak truth to 
power. 



Putting Earth & its crisis at the core
Norwich Castle Museum 
has integrated the 
environment into all its 
policies & activities



Helping people deal with climate emotions

VarldsKulturMuseerna, 
Gothenburg

Human Nature: About 
consumption and the 
future of the planet



…educating about planetary systems



Refuse Fossil Fuel Sponsorship

ONCA in 
Brighton is oil 
sponsorship 
free



Be eco-centric: Grow care for all beings 

Bristol Museum has 
put funeral shrouds 
on extinct or 
endangered species

Curator in image: 
Rhian Rowson



Place social wellbeing within ecological 
limits 

Kate Raworth’s 
Doughnut Economics





Can a museum be a First Responder to the 
Emergency?

In 2018, I decided to 
set up a museum to 
test the idea.



Climate Museum 
UK is a mobile & 
digital museum 
stirring and 
collecting 
responses to the 
Climate & 
Ecological 
Emergency



We pop up for 
workshops and 
longer 
exhibitions

Workshop tools or 
games. Library. 
Artworks.
Ephemera. 
Creative 
materials. 





Our first exhibition CLIMATE MUSEUM UK PRESENTS...

CLIMATE TALKS

ART AND PLAYFUL WAYS TO

TALK ABOUT THE CLIMATE

EMERGENCY

14, ST GEORGE'S PLACE

BRIGHTON

BN1 4GB

2-6 OCTOBER 2019

12-6 PM 

CLOSES 4PM SUNDAY 6TH





Being a First Responder museum

• Recognise the truth of the Emergency!

• Do more Anticipatory work, more often, rigorously and 
imaginatively and more with your public. Be Possitopian

• Environmental work is all-encompassing: it needs us to have 
an expanded perspective

• Use your assets: collections & histories can show beneficial 
connections between humans & ecosystems, and where this 
has gone wrong



Being a First Responder museum

• Apply the Precautionary Principle: ask, can we be sure this activity 
won’t cause harm in future?

• Transform Learning programmes: from giving skills to continue 
‘Business as Usual’ towards wisdom needed to continue 
thrivability of the living planet. 

• Promote ecological enterprise & innovation as a way for the 
museum to thrive.

• Aim to act across the spectrum of: Mitigation, Adaptation and to 
Reduce Suffering



Finally…

Don’t go it alone

Inspire others

Form and join movements

Connect across disciplines and divides



More about me
aboutbridgetmckenzie.wordpress.com 
@bridgetmck

And my three hats:

climatemuseumuk.org
@ClimateMuseumUK

culturedeclares.org
@CultureDeclares

flowassociates.com
@flowassociates 


